ABSTRACT.
For 
Chains of ideals.
Let A be a commutative algebra(') over a field F. An ideal of A will be a subspace over F closed under multiplication from A.HI and / are ideals, // will denote 1/g: / £ I, g £ ] !, not the ideal generated by this set. We begin with a purely algebraic remark.
Proof. The maximal ideals of C AX) correspond to the points of X, so that Proof. If / has approximate identity, apply Cohen's theorem to obtain, for each z el n J CI, x, y € I such that z = xy where y is chosen from the closed ideal generated by z. Since I Ci ] is closed, this means y £ / PI / C /; hence / n /,= //• Because // = //, this also obtains when / has approximate identity. The maximal ideal space of L (G) is of course the dual group V, which we may also view as a subset of the maximal ideal space of the measure algebra MÍG).
For y eF, let K , K be compact neighborhoods of y in V with K C int K, and choose a bounded net {/ j on L (G), indexed by the neighborhoods \U \ of y contained in K , for which supp/aC K, ja\Ua= 1 and ||/ * g||, -► 0 when giy) = 0 (cf. [14, p. 151]). Then notice pa= S. -7 £ MÍG) is a bounded approximate identity for the maximal ideal I ={p £ MiG): piy) = 0j (here S. denotes point mass of 0). For if h £ L (G) is chosen so that h\K = 1, then, for each p £ I , \\pa* p -p\\ = \\ja* p\\ j = ||;a* ^ * H11 -* 0-From 1.6 we therefore conclude Corollary 1.9-If 1^ J are ideals in MiG) with Z (/) = Z (/) C V, there is an ideal of MiG) strictly between them whenever either is closed.
The assumption in 1.8 that / or / is closed cannot be deleted. For suppose there is an / £ L (G) whose zero set Z (/) is exactly a nonisolated point p £ F.
Such an / will exist whenever V is nondiscrete and second countable. For example in the regular algebra L (G), the closed ideal IE will have approximate identity whenever E is a closed subgroup in the dual group T. We conclude from 2.4 that, for instance, Iz is not finitely generated in L ÍR). Proof. Suppose first that the result is valid for every A with identity. <2>KMK'*^i+ £ M|a.|||è.||1||^||1<Mnf + ^=l. The method of 3.1 can be used to yield more explicit information about the countably generated ideals in group algebras. We begin with Theorem 3.4. L (G) is a countably generated ideal of itself iff G is discrete.
Proof. Certainly if G is discrete, L (G) = MiG) is generated by its identity.
Suppose on the other hand that G is nondiscrete, but L (G) is the smallest ideal of itself containing some sequence \w \. Since L (G) has approximate identity,
we may choose h{ £ lH[G) so that ||e¿|| , < 1/2' and w. £ h{ * LlÍG) (1.5). (ii) Since T is discrete, the compact set C is contained in a product F x ÎÎ, Proof. G is a group of the form Rm x Z" x K, K compact [12, II 9.8, p. 90].
If L (G) has a nonzero closed, countably generated ideal /, then 3.6(i) applied to H = Rm x Z" shows that m = 0. So G is Z" x K, and 3.6(ii) applied to H = Zn yields Z(/) = T" x E, a set of synthesis; whence / = ITnxEThe converse also follows from 3.6 (ii).
In fact, the proof of 3.6 reveals that for a compactly generated group G, a closed ideal in L (G) will either be principal or else require uncountably many Notice ll^b.W^ < e fot i = l,y ■ , n. For it b e U, \kib)mh.ib)\ < |jî||* \h .ib)\ < e, and if b 4 tí' \kib)mh.ib)\ < \\h.\\Jkia)\m < e. In view of 3-11, none of them can be countably generated.
We can also use 3.9 to obtain purely algebraic information. 
